Promoting the vanguard: rejoinder for "personality disorders are the vanguard of the post-DSM-5.0 era".
Presents a rejoinder to comments made by Pincus (see record 2013-45025-009) and Miller & Lynam (see record 2013-45025-010) on the original article by Krueger (see record 2013-45025-008) regarding personality disorders in the post-DSM-5 era. Krueger notes that these are interesting commentaries to contemplate in parallel because they differ in the way they respond to the post-DSM-5.0 era situation. As described in his target article, Krueger believes the DSM-5 situation shows how the study of personality disorders (PDs) is at the vanguard of psychopathology research because it is better positioned than other areas to take full advantage of dimensional approaches to psychopathology.